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This chapter consists of two parts. They are conclusion and suggestions. In the conclusion part the writer will conclude what has been discussed in the previous chapter, and the suggestion part, the writer will give some suggestions for the reader for the continuous study.

5.1 Conclusion

People sometimes use different codes when speaking to different people. They might use different codes for different reasons. In society, people are found to use more than one language. Evin Tripp as quoted by Hornby (1977: 1) claims that for a large percentage of the people in the world speaking more than one language is a natural way of life with a variety of factors determining which language will be spoken on any special occasion.

The way people talk in a conversation is influenced by the social factors in which they are talking. The social factors include the participants; the addresser (the speaker) and the addressee (the hearer), the setting meaning where the conversation takes place, the topic meaning what is being discussed or talked about. The language function means that people use language when talking to others because language serves a range of functions.

This research has studied various kinds of code spoken by the main character when talking to different people. In the movie being analyzed, the main character uses three...
different codes that are sometimes mixed. They are Jakartanese, English, and Indonesian. The main character sometimes mixed the code she speaks from one code to another.

There are some reasons that make the main character speaks the code. Some of the reasons why she chooses to speak Jakartanese are to show her ethnic identity especially to someone or people whom she does not yet, and to show solidarity to her best friends. The main character sometimes speaks two different codes when there is the change of the topic. The Indonesian code is chosen by her when she speaks to older people like her parents which indicate that she wants to show politeness to her parents while English is spoken because she feels easier to say the words in English which are commonly used in daily life.

The codes being spoken have some linguistic features. The linguistics features can appear in morphophonemics which include prefixes, suffixes, reduplication, and vocabulary. The other linguistics features can be seen in the phonemes like the changing of the vowels.

5.2 Suggestion

Indonesia is a country consists a lot of tribes and languages. It is also found many people with different cultural background live in Indonesia. Those people might use different codes when they speak to other people since people in one area can speak different codes and with different reasons and as well as linguistics features. Since code variety is interesting subjects to be analyzed the writer suggests the readers that they analyze code variety with different subject, different area and different places.

The writer hopes that the suggestions can be useful for the readers or the future study especially in enriching the code variety and hopefully can give contribution to sociolinguistics.
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